
AWAKEN 2020 IMMERSION TOPICS 
 
 
THE NATURAL WRITER || Liz Cottrill   
Charlotte Mason said, “Composition is as natural as jumping and running to children who have been allowed due 
use of books. They should narrate in the first place, and they will compose, later readily enough; but they should not 
be taught 'composition. She also said that instruction in this art was “like snakes in Ireland,” which puzzles us, does 
she mean nonexistent? (she cannot be serious!) She even went so far as to say instruction of the young in 
composition was futility, and the published how-to manuals a “public danger.” So how, then, does a child educated 
in Mason's method of education produce the lovely examples we find in her volumes of lucid, sensible, 
well-constructed compositions? What is a teacher, whether personally a good writer or not, to do, and how in the 
world do we prepare children for college or the workforce without some definite writing instruction?  
This practical workshop will walk through the progression in the art of composition from forms I to VI, explaining 
and demonstrating with hands-on lessons how this art is naturally taught and does indeed produce students as 
adept with a pen as with their tongue. Due consideration will be given to children with learning disabilities or who 
have come late to the feast that makes this subject a particular challenge.  
 
GEOGRAPHY: INTO ALL THE NATIONS || Emily Kiser  
Geography is a vast subject in a Charlotte Mason curriculum-there is so much more than reading living books and 
looking up places on maps and globes (as important as those things are). Join us for an all-day course exploring 
infinite possibilities of this nearly boundless subject as we learn through doing the types of lessons included at 
every Form level (1-6). Emily Kiser will guide the class in the basics of each aspect of geography teaching and will 
facilitate hands-on lessons using plans, maps, living books, physical geography, and map questions to give attending 
educators an in-depth and personal experience with the multitudinous resources at our disposal when teaching 
this the most delightful of all subjects," as Miss Mason called it.  
 
A MORNING OF LESSONS || Nicole Williams  
The Parents' Union motto was “Education is an atmosphere, a discipline, a life,' and Charlotte Mason clarified that it 
is only by these three instruments that we may lawfully educate our children. We do this by giving the children a 
wide range of subjects and letting them learn from really good books, over which they must personally labor, while 
the teacher rouses her students without a flood of talk. Miss Mason said that to "live up to this motto and in it 
[requires) much and continual thinking and strenuous living." (School Education, p. 148)  
Join Nicole for a 'morning of lessons' where you will experience first-hand a variety of subjects completed using 
only these three instruments. These immersion lessons, a full school day, in fact, will include Bible, poetry, 
copywork, history, picture or composer study, history, dictation, math, recitation, geography, and nature study. The 
day will end with a time of questions and answers and general brainstorming.  
 
LIVING BOOKS LADY CONSULTATIONS || Michelle Howard 
New this year: Living Books Lady Consultation!  Michelle has long offered deep and unique consultations of two 
types.  First,  For home-educators, she desires to relieve the deep concerns of home-educating parents, instead 
offering a freeing, relational, and successful view of education. She’ll provide tips for forging profound vision for 
your children's maximal development in academic/ideological/spiritual spheres, targeting each child's calling. 
She’ll also walk you through the process of generating practical solutions to everyday struggles & tense dynamics. 
And second, for budding librarians, she’ll cover such topics as saving money, time, and effort for "living books" 
collectors/lenders via her 25+ years of experience, as well as addressing membership-building, space needs, costs, 
book purchasing and organization, shelving, patron policies, circulation, databasing, repairs, bookkeeping, and 
much more. We can dig in quickly, problem-solve effectively, and deepen the impact of your endeavors! 
 


